
 
 

Ellis Park Selections 
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www.thesteampicks.com 

 
Ellis Park: 2018 Summer Meet 
Tenth Day: Friday, July 20, 2018 
Post Time: 12:50 P.M. (Central) 
Ellis Park 2018 Record: 63-16-13-9—25%W, 60%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: (#11) Get Western (7th race)—5-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#3) Derby City (2nd race)—4-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)SAMMY WONDER STONE: Hooks soft crew on the drop; has tactical speed  
(#1)RED AGAIN: Gets wheeled back off the claim; likes to spit the bit, fuels pace 
(#2)RED BLUE AND TRUE: Turf-to-dirt play is on point but is at his best in sprints 
(#7)ENTERTAINER: Aired off the shelf for $20K 3 back—current form is suspect 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-2-7 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)DERBY CITY: Rolling late going 4.5F, gets extra 1/8th here; lateral class move  
(#7)RICOCHET BAY: $260,000 colt on the drop for Asmussen—Lanerie gets call 
(#2)FIVE ARCHES: Barn 31% win clip year to date; well meant in bow for $30K? 
(#5)TRASK: First-timer hooks a light bunch out of the box; has two-turn pedigree 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-2-5 
 



RACE THREE 
(#7)CHECKMARK: He’s the speed of the speed and drops; like the rider change  
(#8)BACK PAGE: Hooked a “live” crew on debut at Gulfstream; drops & gelded 
(#2)BLUE WARRIOR: License to improve in 2nd career start, drops—C-Lan rides 
(#4)OVERANALYZFAKENEWS: Race shape from pace perspective hurts chances 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-2-4 
 
RACE FOUR 
(#2)AMERICAN ALPHABET: Game maiden score for a nickel; logical next step  
(#7)MYFAVORITE MISTAKE: Capable off the sidelines; placed in 6 of last 7 starts 
(#8)SEE GRACE FLY BY: Suspect drop off a big maiden win; no works since last 
(#6)MY MONKEY: The light went on at Fairmount in last; faces tougher foes here 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-8-6 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)OWENDALE: $200K Into Mischief filly from family of G1 winner Stellar Wind  
(#9)OUR INDY: Barn formidable with first-time starters, 2YOs—breaks running       
(#3)LADY’S WEEKEND: Fourth of nine in CD debut; experience edge, 8-1 M.L. 
(#1)GIANT K: Sitting on a sharp gate blowout three days ago; 1-hole a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-3-1 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)VICTORY CIGAR: Reunited with Lanerie; gets the pocket trip, rolls by late  
(#6)I’M LOOKING UP: 2.5 lengths off top choice on debut; has tons of upside 
(#8)HOLLIS: Did all the heavy lifting early in a tough debut beat; “bullet” noted 
(#2)BYE BYE BIRDSTONE: 4th in the key prep for this; gets a “fast” track today? 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-8-2 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#11)GET WESTERN: Has speed to overcome the wide post; game vs. winners  
(#1)FRED’STWIRLINCANDY: Rallied going 8F in last, gets extra sixteenth; tighter 
(#6)SIR SAHIB: Has yet to put forth a poor effort on the weeds; 3rd start off shelf 
(#7)CHRISTIANS CITY: Impressive debut on dirt in Indiana; bred to handle grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-1-6-7 
 



RACE EIGHT 
(#10)LONG ON LUCK: Class drop is significant—sitting on a “bullet” 4F breeze  
(#12)LAYOFFTHEHIGHONES: Graduated for $7,500 with aplomb; wheeled back 
(#9)DIRTY DAY: Hit best stride too late in last; gets an extra sixteenth in this spot 
(#6)GIANT RED: Liking the dirt-to-turf play—placed in four of his last five outings 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-12-9-6 
 
 
LATE PICK 4 TICKET  
Races 5-8—Ellis Park 
Friday, July 20, 2018 
50-cent play=$24 
Post time: 2:42 P.M. (Central) 
 
Race 5: (#3) Lady’s Weekend (#4) Owendale (#9) Our Indy—3 
Race 6: (#2) Bye Bye Birdstone (#6) I’m Looking Up (#7) Victory Cigar (#8) Hollis—4 
Race 7: (#11) Get Western—1 
Race 8: (#6) Giant Red (#9) Dirty Day (#10) Long On Luck (#12) Layoffthehighones—4 
 
* Selections not provided for the Sunday, July 1 program. 

 
 


